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Abstract
Using the concept of Jacobi-Lie group and Jacobi-Lie bialgebra, we generalize the definition of Poisson-
Lie symmetry to Jacobi-Lie symmetry. In this regard, we generalize the concept of Poisson-Lie T-duality
to Jacobi-Lie T-duality and present Jacobi-Lie T-dual sigma models on Lie groups, which have Jacobi-
Lie symmetry. Using this symmetry, new cases of duality appear and some examples are given. This
generalization may provide insights to understand the quantum features of Poisson-Lie T-duality, in a more
satisfactory way.
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1 Introduction
Target-space duality is one of the most important symmetries of string theories and (in general) sigma models.
Before introducing the Poisson-Lie symmetry [1, 2] there was a common belief among the people that the
existence of T-duality mainly depends on the isometry of target manifold. Depending on the kind of isometry,
T-duality was called Abelian or non-Abelian (for a review see [3, 4]). It must be mentioned that, in non-Abelian
case, the dual model may not have isometry, so, it is not possible to obtain the original model from the dual
one. The requirement of isometry in acquiring the dual model was removed by Klimcˇik and Sˇevera in their
pioneering work, i.e., Poisson-Lie T-duality and Poisson-Lie symmetry [1, 2]. Poisson-Lie symmetry does not
require the isometry in the original target manifold. In this case, the Noether’s currents associated with the
action of Lie group G on target manifold are not conserved but the components of the Noether’s currents satisfy
in the flat connection condition, i.e. they satisfy the Maurer-Cartan equation with structure constants of g˜ (Lie
algebra of the Lie group G˜ with the same dimension as G) [1, 2] such that G and G˜ are Poisson-Lie groups [5]
and their Lie algebras form a Lie bialgebra (g, g˜) [5, 6]. Up to now, several attempts in the construction of
Poisson-Lie T-dual sigma models [7, 8] and investigation of Poisson-Lie symmetry of some WZW models [9, 10]
have been performed. The generalization of Poisson-Lie T-dual sigma models on supermanifolds has been done
in [11, 12, 13]. Also, canonical equivalence of the Poisson-Lie T-dual sigma models already has been shown
in [1, 2, 14, 15], but in general the quantization of these T-dual sigma models is still a challenging problem
(the quantum equivalence of the Poisson-Lie T-dual sigma models under one-loop renormalization group flow
is studied for some special examples in [7, 9, 16] and has been shown in general in [17] and [18]). Here, we will
try to generalize the concept of Poisson-Lie symmetry and Poisson-Lie T-duality to Jacobi-Lie symmetry and
Jacobi-Lie T-duality. We hope that this generalization and some new cases of this duality lead us to understand
the quantum features of Poisson-Lie T-duality.
In Jacobi-Lie symmetry, we investigate the two-dimensional sigma models on target manifold alongside with
σ-functions. Moreover, the components of Noether’s currents satisfy in generalized flat connection condition,
that is, they satisfy the generalized Maurer-Cartan equation with 1-cocycle X0 and structure constants of the
Lie algebra g˜ (related to the Lie group G˜); such that G and G˜ are Jacobi-Lie groups [19] and their Lie algebras
form a Jacobi-Lie bialgebra [19, 20].
The outline of the paper is as follows: In second section, we define the concept of Jacobi-Lie symmetry
using the ansatz that the components of Noether’s currents are related to the original sigma model with target
manifold M (such that the model is invariant under the action of Lie group G on target manifold M) satisfy
the generalized flat connection condition. We have shown that the integrability of Jacobi-Lie symmetry gives
some conditions of Jacobi-Lie bialgebras ((g, φ0), (g˜, X0)) [20]. Also, the integrability condition of Jacobi-Lie
symmetry on the dual model has led to other conditions of Jacobi-Lie bialgebras. Furthermore, it has been
shown that the Poisson-Lie symmetry can be obtained as a special case of Jacobi-Lie symmetry and also we will
have other new cases. In the third section, we provide the formalism of construction of Jacobi-Lie T-dual sigma
models on Lie groups. The Poisson-Lie T-dual sigma models can be obtained as a special case; furthermore, we
provide some new dual models. An example of such Jacobi-Lie T-dual models is given in section four. Some
discussions are given in concluding remarks.
2 Jacobi-Lie symmetry
Here, we will try to extend the Poisson-Lie symmetry [1, 2] to Jacobi-Lie symmetry. We hope that this
generalization has some new insights to understand the quantum features of Poisson-Lie T-duality. We study
the two-dimensional sigma model on target spaceM with background matrix Eµν = Gµν+Bµν
1 and a σ-function
on M (σ ∈ C∞(M)), as follows
S =
1
2
∫
Σ
dξ+ ∧ dξ− eσ(x)Eµν(x) ∂+x
µ∂−x
ν =
1
2
∫
Σ
dξ+ ∧ dξ− L, (1)
where ξ± and {xµ} are coordinates of the worldsheet Σ and target manifold M , respectively. Suppose that a
Lie group G acts freely on manifold M . One can consider this action by the following transformation
1Gµν and Bµν are components of the metric and antisymmetric tensor field on the target manifold M .
2
xµ → xµ + ǫi(ξ+, ξ−)vi
µ, (2)
where the left-invariant vector fields vi
µ corresponds to the right action of the Lie groupG on the target manifold
M and ǫi(ξ+, ξ−) is an infinitesimal function of light cone coordinate of Σ. Now, one can calculate the variation
of S under this transformation as follows
δS =
1
2
∫
dξ+ ∧ dξ− eσ(x)ǫi(LviEµν + vi
λ∂λσ Eµν) ∂+x
µ∂−x
ν −
1
2
∫
dǫi ∧ ⋆Ji, (3)
where Hodge star of the Noether’s currents Ji has the following form
⋆ Ji = e
σ(x)(Eµγ vi
γ ∂+x
µdξ+ − Eγν vi
γ ∂−x
νdξ−). (4)
If we consider φ0 = dσ ∈ Ω
1(M) as an 1-cocycle on g (Lie algebra of the Lie group G) with values in g˜ 2 then
we have φ0-Lie derivative in the sense of D. Iglesias and J. C. Marrero as follows [21]
(Lφ0)viEµν = LviEµν+ < φ0, vi > Eµν , (5)
where <,> is the inner product between forms and vector fields on M . Therefore, one can rewrite the variation
of S using the above definition for φ0-Lie derivative as follows
δS =
1
2
∫
dξ+ ∧ dξ− eσ(x)ǫi(Lφ0)viEµν ∂+x
µ∂−x
ν −
1
2
∫
dǫi ∧ ⋆Ji. (6)
Now, with δS = 0 we have
d ⋆ Ji = e
σ(x)[(Lφ0)viEµν ∂+x
µ∂−x
ν + vi
λ(equations of motion)]dξ− ∧ dξ+, (7)
where the equations of motion have the following form
(Eλν + Eνλ) ∂+∂−x
ν + (∂µEλν + ∂νEµλ − ∂λEµν + Eλν∂µσ + Eµλ∂νσ − Eµν∂λσ) ∂+x
µ∂−x
ν = 0. (8)
The equation (7) can be obtained by direct calculation on the relation (4). The solution of the equation (8) is
a two-dimensional extremal surface in the target space M . In other words, on this extremal surface, we have
δS = 0 and
d ⋆ Ji = e
σ(x)[(Lφ0)viEµν ∂+x
µ∂−x
ν ]dξ− ∧ dξ+. (9)
We see that using the above relation, the isometry symmetry is not equal to Lvi(Eµν) = 0, but we have isometry
symmetry with new condition (Lφ0)viEµν = 0. Therefore, in this new approach if (Lφ0)viEµν = 0, then G is an
isometry group of M and we have conserved Noether’s currents. On the other hand, we assume that the 1-forms
⋆Ji are not closed and we have an ansatz that they obey the following generalized Maurer-Cartan equation [21]
d ⋆ Ji = −
1
2
e−σ(f˜ jki − α
jδki + α
kδji) ⋆ Jj ∧ ⋆Jk, (10)
with f˜ jki are some coefficients (we will see that they are the structure constants of dual Lie algebra g˜) and α
i
are coefficients of X0 = dσ˜ ∈ g (i.e. X0 = α
iXi where {Xi} is the basis of g, and σ˜ is a function in the dual
manifold M˜). Then, using (9) and (10) the condition of Jacobi-Lie symmetry can be formulated in the following
form
(Lφ0)viEµν = (f˜
jk
i − α
jδki + α
kδji)vj
λvk
ηEµηEλν . (11)
In this way, the sigma model (1) has the Jacobi-Lie symmetry under the action of Lie group G on the target
manifold M if the background matrix Eµν satisfies the relation (11). The Jacobi-Lie symmetry is the general-
ization of Poisson-Lie symmetry in the presence of 1-cocycles X0 and φ0. In other words, when α
i = βi = 0 (or
σ = σ˜ = 0) the Jacobi-Lie symmetry (11) is converted to the well-known Poisson-Lie symmetry relation [1, 2]
LviEµν = f˜
jk
ivj
λvk
ηEµηEλν . (12)
2Here, one can represent the elements of g˜ (dual space of g) in terms of the elements of the 1-forms on M , i.e. Ω1(M).
3
Now, we will consider the integrability condition for the φ0-Lie derivative
(Lφ0)[vi,vj ]Eµν = (Lφ0)vi(Lφ0)vjEµν − (Lφ0)vj (Lφ0)viEµν . (13)
According to the definition of the φ0-Lie derivative presented in (5), and 1-cocycle condition on φ0 [20], i.e.,
βkfij
k = 0, (14)
where βk ≡ vk
λ∂λσ, the integrability condition for φ0-Lie derivative is equivalent to the integrability condition
for usual Lie derivative, i.e.
L[vi,vj ]Eµν = LviLvjEµν − LvjLviEµν . (15)
Now, using (5) and (11), after some computations, the integrability condition (15) gives the first condition of
Jacobi-Lie bialgebra ((g, φ0), (g˜, X0)) [20], as follows
fij
kf˜mnk − fik
mf˜knj − fik
nf˜mkj − fkj
mf˜kni − fkj
nf˜mki + βif˜
mn
j − βj f˜
mn
i + α
mfij
n − αnfij
m
+ (αkfik
m − αmβi)δj
n − (αkfjk
m − αmβj)δi
n − (αkfik
n − αnβi)δj
m + (αkfjk
n − αnβj)δi
m = 0. (16)
In other words, the integrability condition of the φ0-Lie derivative together with the Jacobi-Lie symmetry (11)
provide the result that the dual space g˜ is a Lie algebra with structure constants f˜ jki and 1-cocycle X0 such
that the first condition of the Jacobi-Lie bialgebra ((g, φ0), (g˜, X0)) is satisfied [20].
In the same way, one can consider the dual sigma model on the manifold M˜ with background matrix
E˜µν = G˜µν + B˜µν in the presence of a σ˜-function on M˜ as follows
S˜ =
1
2
∫
dξ+ ∧ dξ− eσ˜(x˜)E˜µν(x˜) ∂+x˜
µ∂−x˜
ν =
1
2
∫
dξ+ ∧ dξ− L˜. (17)
Now, one can consider the variation of S˜ under the action of dual Lie group G˜ on M˜ with the following
transformation
x˜µ → x˜µ + ǫ˜i(ξ
+, ξ−)v˜iµ, (18)
where the left-invariant vector fields v˜iµ correspond to the right action of the Lie group G˜ on the target manifold
M˜ . Therefore, similar to (6) we will have
δS˜ =
1
2
∫
dξ+ ∧ dξ− eσ˜(x˜) ǫ˜i(L˜v˜i E˜µν + v˜
iλ∂˜λσ˜ E˜µν) ∂+x˜
µ∂−x˜
ν −
1
2
∫
dǫ˜i ∧ ⋆J˜
i. (19)
If we consider X0 = dσ˜ ∈ Ω
1(M˜) as a 1-cocycle on g˜ with values in g, then using X0-Lie derivative [21]
(L˜X0 )v˜i E˜µν = L˜v˜i E˜µν+ < X0, v˜
i > E˜µν , (20)
δS˜ can be rewritten as follows
δS˜ =
1
2
∫
dξ+ ∧ dξ− eσ˜(x˜)ǫ˜i(L˜X0 )v˜i E˜µν ∂+x˜
µ∂−x˜
ν −
1
2
∫
dǫ˜i ∧ ⋆J˜
i, (21)
where
⋆ J˜ i = eσ˜(x˜)(E˜µγ v˜
iγ ∂+x˜
µdξ+ − E˜γν v˜
iγ ∂−x˜
νdξ−). (22)
Similar to the original model, if we use the equations of motion related to the dual model S˜ and the following
generalized Maurer-Cartan equation for the Noether’s currents ⋆J˜ i
d ⋆ J˜ i = −
1
2
e−σ˜(fjk
i − βjδk
i + βkδj
i) ⋆ J˜j ∧ ⋆J˜k, (23)
where fjk
i are the structure constants of the Lie algebra g and βi are coefficients of φ0 = dσ ∈ g˜ i.e. φ0 = βiX˜
i,
{X˜ i} being the basis for g˜ (σ is the function in the original model), then we have the Jacobi-Lie symmetry on
the dual model as follows
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(L˜X0 )v˜i E˜µν = (fjk
i − βjδk
i + βkδj
i)v˜jλv˜kηE˜µη E˜λν . (24)
In the same way, the integrability condition for (L˜X0 )v˜i
(L˜X0 )[v˜m,v˜n]E˜µν = (L˜X0 )v˜m(L˜X0)v˜n E˜µν − (L˜X0)v˜n(L˜X0)v˜m E˜µν , (25)
with the 1-cocycle condition for X0 [20] i.e.,
αkf˜mnk = 0, (26)
with αk ≡ v˜kλ∂˜λσ˜, is equivalent to the integrability condition for (L˜)v˜i as follows
L˜[v˜m,v˜n]E˜µν = L˜v˜mL˜v˜n E˜µν − L˜v˜nL˜v˜m E˜µν . (27)
Using (20) and (24), after some calculation, we see that the structure constants of the Lie algebras g, g˜ and
coefficients αi and βj (coefficients of 1-cocycles X0 and φ0, respectively) must be satisfied in the following
relation
fij
kf˜mnk − fik
mf˜knj − fik
nf˜mkj − fkj
mf˜kni − fkj
nf˜mki + βif˜
mn
j − βj f˜
mn
i + α
mfij
n − αnfij
m
+ (βkf˜
mk
i − α
mβi)δj
n − (βkf˜
mk
j − α
mβj)δi
n − (βkf˜
nk
i − α
nβi)δj
m + (βkf˜
nk
j − α
nβj)δi
m = 0. (28)
The above relation is the first condition of Jacobi-Lie bialgebra ((g˜, X0), (g, φ0)) [20]. Finally, with subtraction
of the relations (16) and (28), we obtain the third condition of Jacobi-Lie bialgebras ((g, φ0), (g˜, X0)) and
((g˜, X0), (g, φ0)), i.e.,[20]
αkfik
m − βkf˜
mk
i = 0. (29)
This condition is symmetrizing the Jacobi-Lie bialgebras with respect to (g, φ0) and (g˜, X0) i.e., if ((g, φ0), (g˜, X0))
is a Jacobi-Lie bialgebra then ((g˜, X0), (g, φ0)) will also be a Jacobi-Lie bialgebra [20]. Now, if α
i and βi in
relations (14), (16), (26), (28) and (29) are satisfied in the following relation
αiβi = 0, (30)
then, we have the second condition of the Jacobi-Lie bialgebras ((g, φ0), (g˜, X0)) and ((g˜, X0), (g, φ0)) [20]. The
equation (30) can be obtained from isometry symmetry in 1-cocycles X0 and φ0. In other words, if we have the
following relations
(L)X0Eµν = 0 , (L˜)φ0 E˜µν = 0, (31)
the relation (30) is satisfied. Therefore, if the sigma models S and S˜ on M and M˜ are invariant under the
freely action of G on M and G˜ on M˜ such that we have the Jacobi-Lie symmetry, then the Lie algebras g
and g˜ together with 1-cocycles X0 and φ0 construct the Jacobi-Lie bialgebra structure ((g, φ0), (g˜, X0)). The
Jacobi-Lie symmetry is a generalization of the Poisson-Lie symmetry [1, 2] and subsequently isometry symmetry.
In the next section, we will consider this symmetry in more details for the T -dual sigma models on Lie
groups.
3 Jacobi-Lie T-dual sigma models on Lie groups
In this section, we want to find a simple way for solving Eqs. (11) and (24). For this aim, we shall discuss the
case in which the Lie group G acts transitively and freely on the target space M . In this case, the manifold M
is the same as the Lie group G. For constructing the sigma models S and S˜, we will consider two orthogonal
linear subspaces ǫ+ and ǫ− such that ǫ+ + ǫ− span the whole 2n-dimensional vector space g ⊕ g˜3 with the
commutation relations between {Xi} and {X˜
j} (the basis of the Lie algebras g and g˜, respectively) as follows
[20]
3dimg = dimg˜ = n
5
[Xi, Xj ] = fij
kXk , [X˜
i, X˜j] = f˜ ijkX˜
k,
[Xi, X˜
j ] = (f˜ jki +
1
2
αkδi
j − αjδi
k)Xk + (fki
j −
1
2
βkδi
j + βiδk
j)X˜k, (32)
where g and g˜ are isotropic vector spaces 4, i.e.,
< Xi, Xj >=< X˜
i, X˜j >= 0 , < Xi, X˜
j >= δi
j . (35)
It is convenient to write [1, 2]
g−1ǫ+g = Span {Xi + E
+
ij(g)X˜
j}, i, j = 1, ..., n, (36)
g−1ǫ−g = Span {Xi − E
−
ij(g)X˜
j}, i, j = 1, ..., n, ∀g ∈ G (37)
i.e. we have a graph E± : g → g˜, as follows
E±(g) = (a(g)± E±(e)b(g))−1E±(e)d(g), (38)
such that
g−1Xig = a(g)i
jXj ,
g−1X˜ ig = b(g)
ij
Xj + d(g)
i
jX˜
j. (39)
In this presentation, we have < ǫ+, ǫ− >= 0, but from (32), we do not have the Ad-invariance on < Xi, X˜
j >=
δi
j , therefore in general, unlike Poisson-Lie T-dual sigma models [1] we do not have equality E+(g) = (E−(g))t
(where (E−(g))t is the transpose matrix of (E−(g))). For this reason, we consider sigma model on the Lie group
G in the following form
S =
1
2
∫
dξ+ ∧ dξ− [En+(g)]ij (g
−1∂+g)
i (g−1∂−g)
j . (40)
Comparing the above action with the sigma model action (1), and using the following expansion for (g−1∂+g)
i
according to the left invariant 1-forms
(g−1∂±g)
i = L±
i = Liµ∂±x
µ, (41)
and the definition of the left-invariant vector fields
(L−1)i
µ = vi
µ , < vi, L
j >= δi
j , (42)
we will have
eσEµν = L
i
µL
j
νE
n+
ij(g). (43)
The Jacobi-Lie symmetry (11) for Eµν (using the definition of φ0-Lie derivation and relation (43)) is converted
to the following relation for En+(g)
vi
λ∂λE
n+
lm − fil
kEn+km − fim
kEn+lk − e
−σ(f˜ jki − α
jδki + α
kδji)E
n+
lk E
n+
jm = 0. (44)
Now, we define the following relation for En+(g)
En+(g) = (a(g) + E+(e)a−t(g)Λ(g))−1E+(e)a−t(g), (45)
4In general case, g ⊕ g˜ is not a Lie algebra; but with additional conditions [20]
f˜jki =
1
2
(αjδki − α
kδj i), (33)
and
fjk
i =
1
2
(βjδk
i − βkδj
i), (34)
D = g⊕ g˜ is a Lie algebra, one can obtain these relations by imposing the Jacobi identity to D = g⊕ g˜ with (32)
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where Λ(g) is the Jacobi structure on the Lie group G [19, 22]. By substituting (45) in (44) and using the
following relation (from (39)) [15]
∂µa(g)i
j = Llµa(g)i
kfkl
j , (46)
one can see that Λij(g) must be satisfied in the following condition
∂µΛ
ij = Lkµ{e
−σ(f˜ ijk − α
iδjk + α
jδik) + fkl
[iΛj]l}. (47)
For the proof of the relation (47), we use the relation Λ = rˆ − e−σr¯ for the coboundary Jacobi-Lie bialgebras
where 2-vector rˆ(r¯) on Lie group G is right(left)-translation of classical r-matrix (see [19, 22]). Using the right
and left invariant vector fields (vri
µ and vli
µ), Λ(g) is rewritten as follows
Λµν = rij(vri
µvrj
ν − e−σvli
µvlj
ν). (48)
But from the vri
µ = a(g)i
mvlm
µ and Λµν(g) = vli
µvlj
νΛij(g), after some calculations, we have the following
relation
Λij = rmna(g)m
ia(g)n
j − e−σrij . (49)
Now, if rij is independent from the group coordinates and using (46) and βk ≡ v
l
k
λ∂λσ, then we have
∂µΛ
ij = Lkµ(r
mna(g)m
la(g)n
jflk
i + rmna(g)m
ia(g)n
lflk
j + e−σβkr
ij), (50)
such that from (46), (49) and the generalized classical Yang-Baxter equation for coboundary Jacobi-Lie bialge-
bras [22], this relation is converted to (47).
To see that the original definition of duality in a field theory [23] is satisfied for our model (i.e., the equations
of motion with Jacobi-Lie symmetry of the above model are equal to the following generalized flat connection
condition identity on G˜) we should choose g˜ valued 1-formsA±i such that they satisfy in the following generalized
flat connection condition
∂+A−i(g)− ∂−A+i(g)− e
−σ(f˜ jki − α
jδki + α
kδji)A−j(g)A+k(g) = 0. (51)
To this aim, we assume the ansatz that A±i(g) is the combination of 1-forms on the Lie group G, i.e.
A±i(g) = ±E
n∓
ij(g)(g
−1∂±g)
j , (52)
such that En−(g) = (En+(g))t. Using (41)-(43), we will have
A+i(g) = e
σvi
νEµν∂+x
µ,
A−i(g) = −e
σvi
µEµν∂−x
ν , (53)
then from (51) and (53), the flat connection equation (generalized Maurer-Cartan equation) on G˜ is rewritten
as follows
−vi
λ[(Eλν +Eνλ) ∂+∂−x
ν +(∂µEλν +∂νEµλ+Eλν∂µσ+Eµλ∂νσ) ∂+x
µ∂−x
ν ]− (∂νvi
λEµλ+∂µvi
λEλν) ∂+x
µ∂−x
ν
+ (f˜ jki − α
jδki + α
kδji)vj
λvk
ηEµηEλν ∂+x
µ∂−x
ν = 0. (54)
Finally, from the equations of motion (8) and the definition of usual Lie derivative and φ0-Lie derivative (5),
the above equations can be rewritten as follows
− vi
λ (equations of motion)− [(Lφ0)viEµν − (f˜
jk
i − α
jδki + α
kδji)vj
λvk
ηEµηEλν ] ∂+x
µ∂−x
ν = 0. (55)
Therefore, we show that the generalized flat connection condition on the Lie group G˜ is equivalent to the
equations of motion of sigma model on the Lie group G if we have the Jacobi-Lie symmetry for this model.
Note that, in this way, we see that the sigma model (40) with (45) has the Jacobi-Lie symmetry and the equation
of motion of the original model (40) is equivalent to the flat connection in the dual model.
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In the same way, one can obtain the following Jacobi-Lie symmetric T -dual sigma model
S˜ =
1
2
∫
dξ+ ∧ dξ− E˜n+(g˜)ij (g˜−1∂+g˜)i (g˜
−1∂−g˜)j , (56)
with
E˜n+(g˜) = (a˜(g˜) + E˜+(e˜)a˜−t(g˜)Λ˜(g˜))−1E˜+(e˜)a˜−t(g˜). (57)
For obtaining the relation between E±(e) and E˜±(e˜), it is enough to note that the graphs E : g → g˜ and
E˜ : g˜ → g are non-degenerate maps, so we have
E±(e)E˜±(e˜) = E˜±(e˜)E±(e) = I. (58)
In this way, we have constructed a Jacobi-Lie T-dual sigma models (40) and (56) such that these models have
the Jacobi-Lie symmetry, i.e., the equations of motion for the original model (40) are equivalent to the identities
in the dual model (56) and vice versa. This is an original definition of duality in a field theory [23] and it is a
generalization of Poisson-Lie T-dual sigma models on group manifolds [1]
4 An Example
For real three dimensional Poisson-Lie groups, we do not have dual pair (V, V.i) as a three dimensional real Lie
bialgebra [8, 24]. Therefore, we have not Poisson-Lie T-dual sigma models for this pair. But, for the case of
Jacobi-Lie groups we have the Jacobi-Lie bialgebra ((V, φ0), (V.i,X0)) where X0 = −2(X2+X3) and φ0 = −2X˜
1
(i.e. α2 = α3 = −2 , α1 = 0 and β1 = −2 , β2 = β3 = 0) and we have the nonzero commutation relations for
V and V.i as follows [20]
[X1, X2] = −X2, [X˜
1, X˜2] = X˜1,
[X1, X3] = −X3, [X˜
1, X˜3] = X˜1,
[X˜2, X˜3] = X˜2 − X˜3. (59)
In this section, we will consider the Jacobi-Lie T-dual sigma models on this Jacobi-Lie bialgebra. For this
purpose, we should calculate the commutation relations between {Xi} and {X˜
j}. Using the relation (32), the
nonzero commutation relations are as follows
[X1, X˜
1] = −X˜1, [X2, X˜
2] = X2, [X3, X˜
3] = X3,
[X1, X˜
2] = X1 − X˜
2, [X2, X˜
3] = X2,
[X1, X˜
3] = X1 − X˜
3, [X3, X˜
2] = X3. (60)
4.1 The original model
For constructing sigma model (40), we choose the following representation for g ∈ G
g = exX1eyX2ezX3 . (61)
By this choice, from (39), (49), (59), (60) and r = X1 ∧X2 +X1 ∧X3 + γX2 ∧X3 (where γ is a real constant)
[22], one can obtain a(g) and Λ(g), as follows
a(g) =

 1 −y −z0 ex 0
0 0 ex

 , Λ(g) = ex

 0 1− e
x 1− ex
ex − 1 0 z − y
ex − 1 y − z 0

 . (62)
Then, by choosing E+(e) 5 as
E+(e) =

 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0

 , (63)
5E−(e) = (E+(e))t
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and substituting (62) and (63) in (45), the model (40) is written as follows
S =
1
2
∫
e−2x
λ
{
− z(2y − z + 2ex)∂+x∂−x− ze
x∂+x∂−y + [e
x(ex − 2) + (ex − 1)(2y − z)]∂+x∂−z
−[2z + (2y − 3z)ex]∂+y∂−x+ e
x(ex − 2)∂+y∂−y − (e
x − 1)(ex − 2)∂+y∂−z
[z − ex(ex + z)]∂+z∂−x− e
x(ex − 1)∂+z∂−y + (e
x − 1)2∂+z∂−z
}
dξ+ dξ−. (64)
By identifying the above action with the sigma model action of the form (1), the background symmetric metric
Gµν and antisymmetric tensor field Bµν take the following forms
Gµν =
1
λ

 −z(2y − z + 2e
x) −z + (z − y)ex (ex − 1)(y − z)− ex
−z + (z − y)ex ex(ex − 2) −(ex − 1)2
(ex − 1)(y − z)− ex −(ex − 1)2 (ex − 1)2

 , (65)
Bµν =
1
λ

 0 z + (y − 2z)e
x (ex + y)(ex − 1)
−z − (y − 2z)ex 0 ex − 1
−(ex + y)(ex − 1) 1− ex 0

 , (66)
where λ = ex(ex − 2) + 2(ex − 1)(y − z) and the function σ = −2x, which is compatible with σ in [22].
4.2 The dual model
For constructing dual sigma model (56), we choose the following representation for g˜ ∈ G˜
g˜ = ex˜X˜1ey˜X˜2ez˜X˜3 . (67)
Similar to the original model, one can obtain a˜(g˜) and Λ˜(g˜), using r˜ = −(1 + δ)X˜1 ∧ X˜2 + δX˜1 ∧ X˜3 (where δ
is a real constant), [22] as follows
a˜(g˜) =

 e
y˜+z˜ 0 0
−x˜ey˜+z˜ ez˜ 1− ez˜
−x˜ey˜+z˜ (1− ey˜)ez˜ 1− (1− ey˜)ez˜

 , Λ˜(g˜) = e2(y˜+z˜)

 0 1− e
−y˜ e−y˜(1 − e−z˜)
e−y˜ − 1 0 0
e−y˜(e−z˜ − 1) 0 0

 ,
(68)
Then, by choosing E˜+(e˜) as
E˜+(e˜) =

 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0

 , (69)
the dual sigma model will be in the following form
S˜ =
1
2
∫
1
ζ
{
(ez˜ − 1)∂+x˜∂−y˜ + e
z˜∂+x˜∂−z˜ + (e
z˜ − 1)(2e−z˜ − 1)∂+y˜∂−x˜+ e
y˜+z˜ [2(x˜− 1)(1− e−z˜) + ey˜]∂+y˜∂−y˜
+ ey˜+z˜ [x˜(3− 2e−z˜) + 2(ey˜− 1)]∂+y˜∂−z˜+(2− e
z˜)∂+z˜∂−x˜+ x˜e
y˜+z˜(∂+z˜∂−y˜+2∂+z˜∂−z˜)
}
dξ+ dξ−. (70)
By comparing the above model with the dual model (17), one can read off the symmetric metric G˜µν and
antisymmetric tensor field B˜µν as follows
G˜µν =
1
2− ez˜

 0 1− e
−z˜ 1
1− e−z˜ ey˜+z˜(2(x˜− 1)(1− e−z˜) + ey˜) ey˜+z˜(x˜(2 − e−z˜) + ey˜ − 1)
1 ey˜+z˜(x˜(2 − e−z˜) + ey˜ − 1) 2x˜ey˜+z˜

 , (71)
B˜µν =
1
2− ez˜

 0 2(cosh(z˜)− 1) e
z˜ − 1
2(1− cosh(z˜)) 0 ey˜+z˜(x˜(1− e−z˜) + ey˜ − 1)
1− ez˜ −ey˜+z˜(x˜(1− e−z˜) + ey˜ − 1) 0

 , (72)
where ζ = 2e2y˜+2z˜ − e2y˜+3z˜ and the function σ˜ = −2(y˜ + z˜), which is compatible with σ˜ in [22].
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5 Some cocluding remarks
We have generalized the Poisson-Lie symmetry to the Jacobi-Lie symmetry and obtained the Jacobi-Lie T-
duality as a generalization of Poisson-Lie T-duality. In this way, some new cases of duality are presented.
Also, we have given the formalism for construction of the Jacobi-Lie T-dual sigma models on Lie groups.
There are some open problems as follows: i)Investigation of WZW models which have Jacobi-Lie symmetry,
ii)Construction of Jacobi-Lie T-dual sigma models with spectator fields and proving the canonical equivalence
of Jacobi-Lie T-dual sigma models. This generalization is expected to provide us with better understanding the
quantum features of Poisson-Lie T-duality. Some of these problems are under investigation.
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